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Abstra t
This paper examines a dynami , sto hasti endowment e onomy with two agents and two
nan ial se urities. Markets are in omplete and agents an have heterogeneous tastes. We
develop a new omputational method to solve the dynami general equilibrium model. We
allow for various forms of portfolio onstraints, transa tion osts, and portfolio penalties.
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Introdu tion

General equilibrium analysis provides an ideal framework to study pri es in nan ial markets. Early
examples of equilibrium asset pri ing models in lude the Lu as asset pri ing model (Lu as (1978)),
a model of an in nite horizon e onomy with a single agent and Markovian exogenous sho ks.
While the model is theoreti ally interesting be ause there exists a stationary equilibrium whi h
an be easily omputed (see Judd (1992)) it fares poorly in explaining observed se urity pri es (see
for example Mehra and Pres ott (1985), S hwert (1989)). With the development of the general
equilibrium theory with in omplete asset markets in the 1980's it is now well understood how to
extend the Lu as-model to in orporate heterogeneous agents (see DuÆe et al. (1994), Magill and
Quinzii (1996)) and one an investigate to what extent the joint hypothesis of agents' heterogeneity
and in omplete markets helps to explain observed pri es (see for example Mankiw (1986), Telmer
(1993), Constantinides and DuÆe (1996), Heaton and Lu as (1996), Krusell and Smith (1997) or
den Haan (1997)).
The primary diÆ ulty in examining these models is that generally there do not exist stationary
equilibria where the endogenous variables are fun tions of the exogenous sho k alone. The wealth
distribution a e ts equilibrium pri es and portfolio holdings, and in some ases one would also
expe t lagged pri es and onsumption to be part of the minimal suÆ ient state spa e (see DuÆe et
al. (1994)). There are no losed-form solutions for equilibrium pri es, portfolios and onsumption
plans and instead one has to rely on omputational methods to analyze equilibria. In omputing
equilibrium pri es and asset holdings in in nite horizon models with in omplete markets we fa e
a variety of diÆ ulties - in parti ular one fa es a urse of dimensionality as the dimension of the
endogenous state spa e in reases as the number of agents or assets in reases.
There are several papers whi h develop omputational strategies for in nite horizon in omplete
markets models. Den Haan (1997) assumes that there is a single asset and there are in nitely
many ex ante identi al agents and parameterizes the ross se tional distribution of asset holdings,
whi h he assumes to provide a suÆ ient endogenous state, with a exible fun tional form. Krusell
and Smith (1997) follow a similar strategy only that they have two (short-lived) assets and use the
ross-se tional distribution of wealth as a state variable. This approa h has the disadvantage that
one annot in orporate heterogeneous tastes (only random variation in tastes as in Krusell and
Smith) and that it seems almost hopeless to extend it to a model with several (long-lived) assets.
Lu as (1994) and Heaton and Lu as (1996) onsider a model with two agents and two se urities
and assume that exogenous sho ks together with agents' urrent period portfolio holdings form a
suÆ ient statisti for the future evolution of the e onomy. They dis retize the state spa e (the
allo ation of assets) and develop a Gauss-Ja obi s heme whi h, in ea h state, nds a pattern of
trades whi h nearly lears the market. Be ause of the dis rete state spa e (they allow for only
30 di erent values for an agents' holdings in ea h se urity) this approa h possibly yields large
approximation errors. They report average (not maximum) errors in market learan e of up to
0.84 per ent. Sin e Heaton and Lu as have a dis rete endogenous state spa e they annot easily
improve their approximation. In parti ular, they allow trade to o ur only on e a year - more
pre isely, they assume a period dis ount fa tor of 0.95. Zhang (1997 a,b) examines a model with a
single asset - he also dis retizes the state spa e, but he uses a linear interpolation rule to approximate
the equilibrium fun tions between grid points.
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In this paper we develop an algorithm for a model with two agents and two se urities using
standard methods from numeri al nonlinear fun tional analysis. Following the applied literature,
we assume that portfolio holdings alone onstitute a suÆ ient state spa e. The innovation of our
algorithm is to approximate the equilibrium fun tions with two-dimensional splines, to form the
Euler equations for bond and sto k holding, and to use ollo ation to solve the resulting nonlinear
systems of equations for the B-spline oeÆ ients. Our maximum Euler equation errors lie in the
range of one dollar per $100,000 to $1,000,000 of onsumption. These errors indi ate that for the
lass of e onomies we onsider lagged pri es and onsumption do not need to be in luded in the
state spa e. We show that smooth approximations of the equilibrium fun tions are needed in order
to dis over important qualitative features of equilibrium. We show that for the lass of models we
onsider there is a one-to-one equilibrium relationship between wealth and the portfolio holdings
of the rst agent. We are also able to ompute equilibria for models with heterogeneous tastes.
Furthermore, be ause of our smooth approximation of trading strategies our method an potentially
be used to allow more frequent trading, an important improvement (with a dis rete state spa e, the
model annot be alibrated to high-frequen y data be ause per period trading be omes to small to
be aptured in a oarse grid).
The paper is organized as follows. In Se tion 2 we present the model under onsideration.
Se tion 3 develops the algorithm and gives a detailed dis ussion of both e onomi ally and omputationally motivated aspe ts of the implementation. Se tion 4 presents numeri al examples.
2

The E onomi Model

We examine a Lu as asset pri ing model with heterogeneous agents. This model is a spe ial ase of
the in nite horizon in omplete markets e onomy dis ussed in Hernandez and Santos(1996) in that
it assumes that endowments and dividends are Markovian. DuÆe et al. (1994) provide a general
theoreti al treatment of the model we use.
We x a probability spa e ( ; F ; Q); there is a time-homogeneous Markov pro ess of exogenous
in ome states (yt)t2IN whi h are assumed to lie in a dis rete set Y = f1; 2; : : : ; S g. The transition
matrix is denoted by P and we de ne Ft to be the ltration generated by fy0 ; :::; yt g: There are
two agents and there is a single perishable good at ea h state. Agent h's individual endowment
in period t given in ome state y is assumed to be a fun tion eh : Y ! IR++ depending on the
exogenous in ome state alone. In order to transfer wealth a ross time and states agents trade in
se urities. There is a (short-lived) riskless bond in ea h period paying one unit of the good in
ea h state of the next period and there is a long-lived asset in unit net supply paying a dividend
d : Y ! IR+ ea h period. We denote agent h's portfolio in period t by th = (thb ; ths) 2 IR2 and
his initial endowment of the sto k prior to time 0 by hs1. Let et = e1(yt ) + e2 (yt) + d(yt ) denote
the aggregate endowment in period t:
Ea h agent h has von-Neumann-Morgenstern preferen es whi h are de ned by a stri tly monotone C 2 on ave utility fun tion uh : IR++ ! IR that possesses the Inada property, that is,
limx!0 u0(x) = 1, and a dis ount fa tor h 2 (0; 1). For any Ft -adapted onsumption sequen e
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= ( 0 ; 1 ; 2 ; : : :) the asso iated utility for agent h is therefore:
Uh (
2.1

)=E

(

1
X
t=0

)

u

t
h h

( t) :

Transa tion Costs

It seems realisti to assume that there is a real ost in a quiring nan ial assets. The following
spe i ation of transa tion osts is from Heaton and Lu as (1996, Se tion IV D).
At ea h date t an agent h pays transa tion osts of !(th 1; th). We assume that ! has the
fun tional form
!(t 1 ; t ) =  b (qtb tb )2 +  s(qts (ts ts 1 ))2 ;
where  b;  s are onstants.
The assumption of stri tly onvex osts is unrealisti but it is needed to ensure that agents fa e
a di erentiable and onvex programming problem.
2.2

Portfolio Restri tions

In order to de ne equilibrium one has to rule out the possibility of an in nite a umulation of
debt and introdu e onstraints on agents' net wealth holdings. Furthermore, with long-lived sto ks
and in omplete markets one fa es the usual existen e problem whi h arises in GEI models with
real assets and is aused by a dis ontinuity in the demand fun tion. Magill and Quinzii (1996) and
Hernandez and Santos (1996) des ribe possible debt onstraints and give proofs of generi existen e.
For our purposes, however, it is mu h more useful to dire tly restri t the portfolio positions agents
are allowed to hold. In this paper we examine three di erent restri tions on portfolio holdings. In
Se tion 2.6 we will examine how short-sale onstraints relate to debt onstraints and in Se tion 4
we show how di erent short-sale onstraints a e t the equilibrium out omes.
2.2.1 Short-Sale Constraints

The easiest way to obtain a bounded set of portfolios is to impose a short-sale onstraint, see Heaton
and Lu as (1996, 1997). Short sales an be onstrained through a priori spe i ed xed exogenous
lower bounds on the portfolio variables, that is,
hb  B hb and hs  B hs;

where B hb; B hs  0: Note that we de ne the bounds on short sales as agent dependent sin e it is
ertainly realisti to assume that an agent's in ome in uen es how mu h he an borrow.
2.2.2 Penalties on Portfolios

A se ond { and perhaps more realisti { approa h is to assume that agents are allowed to hold
portfolios of any size but get penalized for large portfolio holdings; the intuition behind su h a model
assumption is that there are osts asso iated with large short positions and in a simpli ation we
model them as penalties to agents' utilities; when these penalties get suÆ iently large, agents
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will avoid extreme positions. The advantage of utility penalties on large short positions is that
this restri tion does not onstitute an a priori exogenous onstraint on short sales. Instead, the
penalties lead to endogenous avoidan e of short sales depending on how mu h agents desire large
short positions.
We use a penalty fun tion of the form
h () = b min(0; hb Lhb)4 + s min(0; hs Lhs)4

where a  0; a 2 fb; sg and Lha  0. Note, there is no punishment for large long positions. If
a is suÆ iently large the penalty fun tion almost a ts like a hard short-sale onstraint on the
orresponding asset a 2 fb; sg. For a more general des ription of the model it suÆ es that  is a
onvex fun tion satisfying () ! 1 as jj ! 1. The portfolio penalties lead our agents to have
utility fun tions over onsumption and portfolio holdings of the form
Vh ( ; ) = Uh (
2.3

) E

(
1
X

t=0

)

 (t ) :

t h

Competitive Equilibrium

We de ne an e onomy
E = (e; d; P; 1 ; 2 ; u1 ; u2;  b ;  s) 2 IR2S+2S+SS+2
 U  U  R2+;
++
where

0

e1 (1) e2 (1)

1

0

1

1 ds(1) C
B
C
B
...
... C ; d = B ... ... C
e=B

A

A
e1 (S ) e2 (S )
1 ds(S )
are the matri es of individual endowments and se urity dividends, respe tively, and U is the set
of utility fun tions satisfying the assumptions on monotoni ity and on avity. If we onsider only
e onomies with portfolio penalties we write E P ; for e onomies with short-sale onstraints we denote
the feasible portfolio set of agent h by K h and a generi e onomy of this type by E K :
The notion of a ompetitive equilibrium for e onomies E P with portfolio penalties now de ned
as follows:
De nition 1
folio holdings
(1)

A ompetitive equilibrium for an e onomy

f(t1; t2)g

and asset pri es

t1b + t2b = 0 and t1s + t2s = 1

(2) For ea h agent h:

EP

is a olle tion of

fqtg satisfying the following

Ft -measurable port-

onditions:

for all t.

( ; h) 2 arg max Vh( ; ) s.t. t = eht +tb 1 +ts 1(qts +dt) tqt !(t 1; t )

For the de nition of equilibrium for an e onomy E K with short-sale onstraints ondition (2)
must be restated as
h
b
s
s
(2') For ea h agenth : ( ; h) 2 arg max Uh( ) s.t. t =2 Ket h+ t 1 + t 1 (qt + dt ) t qt !(t 1 ; t)
t
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Note that by Walras' law ondition (1) ensures that good markets lear, that is, aggregate
onsumption equals aggregate endowments minus the resour es 'burned' for transa tions.
For the marginal transa tion osts and holding penalties we de ne the notation
!s1 = !(tts 11;t ) = 2 s (qts )2 (ts ts 1 )
!s2 = !(t ts1 ;t ) = 2 s (qts )2 (ts ts 1 )
!b = !(t b1 ;t ) = 2 b (qtb )2 (tb )
t
h
hb = (bt )
t
h
hs = (tst )
Agent h's rst-order onditions for optimization are:
(qtb + !b)u0h( t ) hb = hEt (u0h( t+1 )))
(1)

(2)
(qts + !s2)u0h( t ) hs = hEt (qts+1 + dt+1 !s1)u0h( t+1 )
Under our assumptions on preferen es the Euler equations of both agents together with the marketlearing onditions are ne essary and suÆ ient for equilibrium.
2.4

Stationary Equilibria

In order to ompute an equilibrium for an in nite horizon model it is ne essary to fo us on equilibria
whi h are dynami ally simple; it must be possible to des ribe the state of the system by a small
number of parameters whi h provide a suÆ ient statisti for the evolution of the system. Contrary
to the omplete-markets model the state spa e for our models will also in lude endogenous variables
sin e they obviously in uen e the evolution of se urity pri es in equilibrium. In parti ular one
expe ts the distribution of agents' portfolio holdings to in uen e equilibrium pri es. We denote
the set of agent 1's possible equilibrium portfolio holdings by   IR2. Note that in the ase of
short-sale onstraints  is ompa t.
DuÆe et al. (1994) de ne an endogenous state spa e ZT HME whi h in ludes urrent and last
period portfolio holdings, the asset pri es of the urrent period, and the agents' onsumptions in
the urrent period. They need this large state spa e in order to be able to onvexify the equilibrium
orresponden e with sunspots. However, for omputational purposes the approa h annot be used.
2.5

Re ursive Equilibria

The usual assumption in the applied literature (see for example Telmer (1993) or Heaton and Lu as
(1996)) is that the exogenous state and the agents' portfolio holdings alone onstitute a suÆ ient
state spa e for the evolution of the in nite horizon e onomy. Moreover, the existen e of ontinuous
poli y fun tions f and pri e fun tions g is postulated, whi h map last period's portfolio holdings
and the urrent exogenous in ome state into the urrent period portfolio holdings and asset pri e,
respe tively. For our model these assumption mean that  is the endogenous state spa e and that
there exist a ontinuous fun tion f : Y   !  whi h determines agent 1's optimal portfolio
hoi e in the urrent period given an exogenous in ome state y 2 Y and portfolio holding  2 :
6

Similarly, a ontinuous pri e fun tion g : Y  ! IR2++ maps the urrent period exogenous in ome
state y 2 Y and agent 1's portfolio holding  2  into the urrent period pri es of the se urities.
We formalize the notion of a re ursive equilibrium for an e onomy E P . Let C be the set of
ontinuous fun tions and let and U be the set of all ontinuous fun tions f : Y   !  where
f

= ((f1b; f1s); (f2b; f2s); : : : ; (fSb ; fSs ));

and let V be the set of all ontinuous fun tions g : Y   ! IR2++ where
g = ((g1b ; g1s ); (g2b ; g2s ); : : : ; (gSb ; gSs )):

De ne
1 (y; 

) = e1 (y) + b + s (g(y;  ) + d(y)) f (y;  )g(y;  ) !( ; f (y;  )):

Then we have,

2 (y; 

) = e(y) 1 (y;  ) 2!( ; f (y;  )):
Let W  U  V be the set of all f and g su h that 1 (y;  ) > 0 and 2 (y;  ) > 0 for all y 2 Y
and all  2 : For all y 2 Y and  2  we de ne a fun tional F : W ! C  C as follows:
) = (gb (y;  ) + !bf )u01 ( 1 (y;  ))
) = (gs (y;  ) + !sf2)u01 ( 1 (y;  ))
1 Ey [(gs (~y; f (y;  )) + d(~y )
F2yb (f; g)( ) = (gb (y;  ) + !bf )u02 ( 2 (y;  ))
F2ys (f; g)( ) = (gs (y;  ) + !sf2 )u02 ( 2 (y;  ))
2 Ey [(gs (~y; f (y;  )) + d(~y )
F1yb (f; g)(
F1ys (f; g)(

hb
1 Ey [u01 ( 1 (~y ; f (y; 
hs
!~ sf1 )u01 ( 1 (~y; f (y;  )))℄
hb
2 Ey [u02 ( 2 (~y ; f (y; 
hs
!~ sf1 )u02 ( 2 (~y; f (y;  )))℄

)))℄

(3)

)))℄

(4)
(5)
(6)

where
!bf
!~ sf1
!sf2
hb
hs

=
=
=
=
=

!b jb =f b (y; )
!s1 js ;s =f s (y; )
!s2 js =f s (y; )
b jb =f b (y; )
s js =f s (y; )

We de ne the notion of re ursive equilibrium for an e onomy E with portfolio penalties.
De nition 2

A re ursive equilibrium for an e onomy

E is a pair of fun tions (f; g) 2 W satisfying

F (f; g)  0:

The main reason for our interest in a re ursive equilibrium is that we want a endogenous state
spa e of small dimension. However, Kubler and S hmedders (1999) show that re ursive equilibria
do not always exist.
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The following argument justi es our assumption of a re ursive equilibrium. Suppose, we have
a omputational pro edure that nds ontinuous approximations (f;^ g^) to the poli y and pri e
fun tion satisfying
sup 2F^ (f;^ g^)() < 
for some small error toleran e ; where F^ (f;^ g^) denotes the relative error in the fun tional equations,
that is ea h equation in F (f;^ g^) divided by the urrent-period utility derivative term (for the rst
equation, for example, F^1yb (f;^ g^)( ) = F1yb (f;^ g^)( )=((gb (y;  ) + !bf )u01 ( 1 (y;  ))):
In su h a ase we have learly found an approximation to a re ursive equilibrium; we ould say,
we have a ' omputational proof' of existen e of a re ursive equilibrium justifying our assumption
to onsider only su h equilibria. In all the examples we have omputed so far we always found a
re ursive equilibrium indi ating that the lass of e onomies for whi h a re ursive equilibrium exists
appears to be rather large.
As we will see below, it turns out that wealth is in a one-to-one equilibrium relationship with
the state variables, that is, the portfolio holdings of one agent. Along the equilibrium path, it
never happens that two di erent portfolio holding, pri e pairs o ur whi h yield the same wealth.
A possible interpretation is that for ea h given wealth level there is a unique ontinuation for the
e onomy be ause equilibrium is globally unique. These results merit further resear h sin e using
wealth as a state variable would redu e the endogenous state spa e and allow for arbitrarily many
assets.
2.6

Bounding the Endogenous State Spa e

Both to prove existen e of an ergodi equilibrium and to approximate su h an equilibrium it is
important to ensure that the set of portfolios that an be part of an optimal solution for the agents
is bounded; DuÆe et al. (1994) dis uss the role of ompa tness for existen e; for omputations
boundedness is important be ause we ompute equilibrium pri es and portfolios as a fun tion of
some state variables and we want to approximate this fun tion with splines with a nite number of
nodes. Obviously, we annot expe t to approximate the equilibrium pri e and portfolio fun tions
well on the endogenous state spa e  if this set is unbounded.
As mentioned above, from a theoreti al point of view, there are a variety of possibilities to
rule out Ponzi-S hemes - the most ommonly used being impli it or expli it debt onstraints.
However, unlike in the ase of a single asset (see Judd et al. (1999)), a debt onstraint does not
imply restri tions on the norm of agents' portfolios when there are two assets. An agent an go
arbitrarily short in one asset if he overs that position with suÆ ient holdings of the other asset.
For example, onsider the ase where agents are not allowed to hold negative wealth, that is,
e + s(q + d) + b > 0 has to hold at all times. Then for any sto k position s 2 IR it is possible
to nd a suÆ iently large b su h that the debt onstraint is satis ed. For this reason we have to
introdu e portfolio restri tions in order to obtain a bounded region for whi h we need to evaluate
the poli y and pri e fun tions. The short-sale onstraints immediately result in a ompa t feasible
portfolio set for the agents. The portfolio penalties result in endogenous bounds on possibly optimal
portfolio hoi es whi h in turn also allow us to restri t our omputations to a ompa t set. We
emphasize that both onstraints are more than just a te hni al or omputational artifa t helping
with the analysis. Indeed, as our simulations in Se tion 4 show, the short-sale onstraints are often
8

binding; similarly, the agents frequently hold portfolios for whi h they re eive a utility penalty.
Hen eforth, ea h of these onstraints does in uen e the nature of the e onomi equilibrium. Most
likely, the nature will be altered in omparison to the equilibrium of an e onomy without any
portfolio restri tion. It is important to keep these fa ts in mind when analyzing the omputational
results. Zhang (1997 a,b) provides a thorough analysis of the e e t of di erent spe i ations of
debt and short-sale onstraints for a model with a single asset and shows that the spe i ations
a e t the results onsiderably.
In summary, the impossibility to state reasonable exogenous bounds on the spa e of agents'
portfolios represents a serious problem in the omputation of stationary equilibria. It appears to
us that there is no simple approa h to ir umvent this problem.
3

A Spline Collo ation Algorithm

In order to examine the equilibrium behavior of our model we need to know the portfolio poli y
fun tions f = ((f1b ; f1s); (f2b ; f2s); : : : ; (fSb ; fSs )) and pri e fun tions g = ((g1b ; g1s ); (g2b ; g2s ); : : : ; (gSb ; gSs )):
Sin e we annot ompute losed-form expressions for these fun tions, we des ribe a new method
for omputing very good approximations of these fun tions.
3.1

Representation of the Approximating Fun tions

We approximate f (y; b; s) = (f b(y; b ; s); f s(y; b; s)) parametri ally by fun tions
and

f^b(y; b ; s ) =

n X
n
X

f^s(y; b ; s ) =

n X
n
X

i=1 j =1

i=1 j =1

b
s
aby
ij Bi ( )Bj ( )

b
s
asy
ij Bi ( )Bj ( )

and g(y; b ; s) = (gb (y; b; s); gs (y; b ; s)) by
g^ (y;  ; 
b

and
where n2

b

s

)=

g^s (y; b ; s) =

n X
n
X
i=1 j =1
n X
n
X
i=1 j =1

b
s
bby
ij Bi ( )Bj ( )

b
s
bsy
ij Bi ( )Bj ( )

is the number of terms used. This tensor-produ t approa h to two-dimensional approximation is reasonable be ause the dimension is low and the approa h onstitutes a straightforward
extension of the one-dimensional te hniques (see Judd et al. (1999)) to higher dimensions. The
fun tions Bk are B-splines of order 4. These fun tions yield a linearly independent basis for onedimensional ubi splines. For our approximations we use ubi splines instead of orthogonal polynomials sin e our pri e fun tions sometimes exhibit high urvature, in parti ular as the penalty
fun tion gets large. As Judd (1992) points out, orthogonal polynomials fair poorly in approximating fun tions with high urvature. On the ontrary, the ubi splines produ ed very small errors in
all regions of the domain.
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Given a grid of knots (xi ) order k B-splines are re ursively de ned by:
Bik (x) =

with

x xi k 1
x
x k 1
Bi + i+k+1
B (x)
xi+k xi
xi+k+1 xi+1 i+1
8
>
<

0
x < xi
1 xi  x  xi 1
i
>
:
0
x  xi
For an overview about B-splines see Judd (1998). De Boor (1978) gives a detailed introdu tion
into the representation of B-splines and how they an be applied to the approximation of fun tions.
Moreover, he provides numerous subroutines that we use for our omputations.
B 0 (x ) =

3.2

Collo ation

Given an in ome state y, approximating fun tions f^ and g^ and agent 1's beginning-of-period portfolio holding  we de ne the following notation.
1 = e1 (y) + b + s(^gs (y; ) + d(y)) f^(y; )^g(y; ) !(; f^(y; ))
(7)
h
i
1
1
b
s
s
e+ = e (~
y) + f^ (y; ) + f^ (y; ) g^ (~y; f^(~y; )) + d(~y)
g^(~y; f^(y; ))f^(~y; f^(y; )) !(f^(y; ); f^(~y; f^(y; )))
2 = e(y) 1 2!(; f^(y; ))
e2+ = e(~
y) e1+ 2!(f^(y; ); f^(~y; f (y; )))
where i denotes the approximation for agent i's urrent period onsumption, and ei+ denotes the
approximation for agent i's random next period onsumption. Moreover, !bf^; !~ sf^1; !sf^2; h;b f^; h;s f^ are
de ned by substituting f^ for f into the orresponding terms. Substituting our approximations into
the fun tional equations F (f; g) = 0 results into the following system of equations.
(^gs (y; ) + !sf^)u01 ( 1 ) h;s f^
(^gs (y; ) + !sf^)u02 ( 2 ) h;s f^

(^gb (y; ) + !bf^)u01 ( 1 ) h;b f^ 1 Ey (u01 (e1+)) = 0
f^
1 Ey (^gs (~y; f (y; )) + d(~y ) !s1 )u01 (e1+ ) = 0
(^gb (y; ) + !bf^)u02 ( 2 ) h;b f^ 2 Ey (u02 (e2+)) = 0
f^
2 Ey (^gs (~y; f (y; )) + d(~y ) !s1 )u02 (e2+ ) = 0

(8)
(9)
(10)
(11)

To ompute the oeÆ ients (abyij ); (asyij ); (bbyij ) and (bsyij ) we sele t a ollo ation grid of as many
mesh-points (ib; js)i;j=1;:::;n; as we have unknown oeÆ ients for the approximating fun tions. We
take these points to be equal to  and obtain 4 equations for ea h point and ea h in ome state
from (1). Noti e that the problem has been transformed from nding fun tions f and g solving the
Euler equations over the ontinuous state spa e to nding a zero of a system of 4  S  n2 nonlinear
equations that has the real oeÆ ients a = ((abyij ); (asyij )) and b = ((bbyij ); (bsyij )) as unknowns.
Two theoreti al questions of entral importan e are whether or under what onditions the
system possesses a solution, and if the fun tions f^ and g^ onverge to the true poli y fun tions f
10

and g as the number of ollo ation points tends to in nity. We do not examine this problem here,
the interested reader should onsult Zeidler (1986) or Krasnosel'skii and Zabreiko (1984) for related
problems.
3.3

Time Iteration

The des ribed system of equations an be very large. With S = 8 exogenous in ome states and a
grid of 15 by 15 ollo ation points, as in the example in Se tion 5, the system has 7200 equations
and unknowns. While there is some sparsity in this system due to the stru ture of B-splines it is
diÆ ult to exploit it. To solve the entire system with Newton-style algorithms is extremely diÆ ult
due to the enormous amount of memory needed and be ause the system is rather ill- onditioned.
Iterative Gauss-Seidel methods (see Ortega and Rheinboldt (1970)) are unlikely to work sin e the
system la ks the desirable diagonal dominan e stru ture; furthermore, Gauss-Seidel methods would
require ostly re omputation of the B-spline oeÆ ients after solving ea h spe i equation.
We instead follow a simple Gauss-Ja obi approa h whi h an be motivated by the following
e onomi intuition. It seems reasonable to hope that nite-horizon models with a very large number of time periods are a good approximation to the in nite-horizon model under onsideration,
although this fa t has not been proven rigorously. A natural approa h for omputing portfolio
holdings and pri es in a nite-horizon model is ba kward indu tion. Therefore we ompute the
approximate poli y fun tions f^ and g^ through an iterative pro ess starting with some initial guess
f0 and g0 . In ea h iteration k = 1; 2; : : : ; the algorithm solves the Euler equations for all ollo ation points  = (b; s) 2 G and in ome states y 2 Y by omputing urrent portfolio de isions 
and orresponding asset pri e q given fun tions f^k 1 and g^k 1 governing the poli y pro ess in the
subsequent period. The oeÆ ients a and b for the new fun tions f^k and g^k , respe tively, are then
determined through interpolation. The algorithm terminates if
max(b ;s)2G;y2Y fjf^k (y; ) f^k 1(y; )j; j^gk (y; ) g^k 1(y; )jg < :
3.4

Solving the Euler Equations

During ea h iteration for given fun tions f^k 1 and g^k 1 it is ne essary to solve the system of 4
Euler equations at all ollo ation points  = (b; s) 2 G for ea h in ome state y 2 Y . Newton-type
algorithms regularly fail to solve these systems be ause they are highly nonlinear and ill- onditioned
for many ollo ation points. The key insight for solving these systems is that they are similar to
the equilibrium onditions of the well-known General Equilibrium Model with In omplete Asset
Markets (GEI Model). Therefore, in order to solve the Euler equations we an apply - with some
modi ations - the homotopy algorithm developed by S hmedders (1998) for the GEI Model. For
a general des ription of the homotopy prin iple see Gar ia and Zangwill (1981).
We denote the homotopy parameter by  and the ollo ation point under onsideration by
 = (b ; s ): Our 4 homotopy equations are now de ned as follows:
0 = (qb + !b)u01 (e1 (y) + b + s (qs + d(y)) q !( ; )) hb


1 Ey [u01 (e1 (~y) + b + s g^ks 1 (~y; ) + d(~y ) g^k 1 (~y; )f^k 1 (~y; ) !(; f^k 1(~y; )))℄(12)
0 = (qs + !s)u01 (e1 (y) + b + s (qs + d(y)) q !( ; )) hs
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0 =



1 Ey [(^gks 1 (~y; ) + d(~y ) !s1 )u01 (e1 (~y) + b + s g^ks 1 (~y; ) + d(~y )
g^k 1 (~y; )f^k 1(~y ; ) !(; f^k 1(~y; )))℄
(13)
b
0
2
b
s
h
[(q + !b )u2 (e (y)   (q + d(y)) + q !( ; )) b


2 Ey [u02 (e2 (~y) b s g^ks 1 (~y; ) + d(~y ) + g^k 1 (~y; )f^k 1 (~y; ) !(; f^k 1(~y; )))℄℄

(1 )(b b)
0 = [(qs + !s)u02 (e2 (y) b s (qs + d(y)) + q !( ; )) hs


2 Ey [(^gks 1 (~y; ) + d(~y ) !s1 )u02 (e2 (~y) b s g^ks 1 (~y; ) + d(~y ) +
g^k 1 (~y; )f^k 1(~y ; ) !(; f^k 1(~y; )))℄℄ (1 )(s s)

(14)

(15)

Note that the rst two equations do not in lude the homotopy parameter. Only the Euler
equations of agent 2 are perturbed. For  = 0 these two equations have a trivial solution, namely
b = b and s = s ; that is, there is no trade on the nan ial markets. Substituting these values
in the Euler equations of the rst agent lead to two remaining equations with the two unknowns qb
and qs: This small system an easily be solved, both in losed form and numeri ally via Newton's
method; it has a unique solution whi h is the starting point of a homotopy path. While we annot
prove onvergen e of the homtopy, in pra ti e, the path always leads to a solution of the four
equations with  = 1: This solution is the desired solution of the Euler equations at the given
ollo ation point.
While the homotopy approa h always nds a solution it an be very time- onsuming. After a
few iterations the di eren e between the old and new poli y fun tions is usually fairly small. We
an therefore take the old poli y fun tion as a starting point for a Newton method whi h then
nds a solution to the Euler equations rather qui kly. Whenever the Newton method fails to nd
a solution, the homotopy approa h is used.
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3.5

The Algorithm

Our algorithm an be summarized as follows:
Time Iteration Spline Collo ation Algorithm

Step 0: Sele t an error toleran e  for the stopping riterion, a set G of ollo ation
points, and a starting point f^0; g^0 .
Step 1: Given fun tions f^k 1; g^k 1 , 8 2 G, 8y 2 Y ompute 1(y; ) and q(y; )
nding a zero of the residual fun tions.
Step 2: Compute the new approximations f^k ; g^k , that is, the
new oeÆ ients a and b using interpolation
and 1(y; ); q(y; ).
Step 3: Che k stopping riterion: If
max(b ;s)2G;y2Y fjf^k (y; ) f^k 1(y; )j; j^gk (y; ) g^k 1(y; )jg < :
then go to Step 4. Otherwise in rease k by 1 and go to Step 1.
Step 4: The algorithm terminates. Set f^ = f^k ; g^ = g^k :

3.6

Important Aspe ts of the Algorithm

We on isely dis uss a number of issues whi h are important for the implementation and appli ation
of our algorithm.
3.6.1 Collo ation Grid

For a satisfa tory approximation we hose a ollo ation grid of size 15 by 15; the results suggest
that this is mu h ner than ne essary. The reader should note that we use the ollo ation grid for
ollo ation and interpolation purposes, and that we allow agents to hold any portfolio between the
ollo ation points. In ontrast, Heaton and Lu as (and several other papers) for e agents to hoose
portfolios that always lie on the same grid. Their grid of 30 points per agent appears to be ner
than ours but a tually results in a far ruder approximation. In their model, an agent must trade
an amount equal to the distan e between two grid points; sin e there are only 30, this amount is
about 3% of the range in permissible holdings.
3.6.2 Starting Points

The hoi e of the starting points f^0; g^0 signi antly a e ts the running times. As is always the ase,
it is advantageous to have good starting points. When solving multiple examples, we typi ally use
previously omputed oeÆ ients from earlier problems as starting points for new problems, in
parti ular when we only slightly alter the model parameters during the sensitivity analysis. This
approa h to initial guesses produ es substantial savings when doing many problems.
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3.6.3 Shape Preservation

So far we have not addressed the possibility of shape problems in our al ulations. Using ubi
splines for the approximation of the equilibrium transition fun tions does not ensure that the shape
of the true fun tions is preserved. For example, it ould happen that the fun tional points at the
ollo ation points exhibits a property su h as monotoni ity or onvexity whi h is lost through
the spline approximation. A safer approa h for the approximations would therefore be a shapepreserving method (see Judd (1998)). However, looking at the Figure 2 in Se tion 4 we see, that
su h shape problems apparently did not arise in our al ulations.
3.6.4 Interpolation on a Bounded Set

The interpolation of the poli y fun tions f^(y; ) :  !  on the ompa t set  ould lead to
problems with the simulation of the model. A typi al interpolation pro edure does not take into
a ount any bounds on the fun tion being interpolated. For every grid point  2  the rst-order
onditions ensure that f^(y;  ) 2 : However, the interpolation might result in the existen e of
points ~ 2  su h that f^(y; ~) 2= : In the model with short-sale onstraints these onstraints would
be violated at su h a point. In addition, su h a fun tion would lead to an error in the simulation of
the model, when the fun tion f^ is e e tively omposed with itself many thousand times. Sin e the
interpolation is only valid for the set ; an evaluation of f^ at a point f^(y; ~) 2=  ould generate
huge simulation errors.
We have always he ked our simulations for the o urren e of fun tion values outside the set
: While su h values are theoreti ally possible, we have so far never dete ted them in any of our
examples. In parti ular in the models with utility penalties these penalties result in a very strong
inward-pointing form of the poli y fun tions on e the penalty be omes suÆ iently large.
3.6.5 Implementation in FORTRAN

We implemented our algorithm in FORTRAN on a PENTIUM-233 omputer. For the homotopy
path-following in Step 1 of the algorithm we used the software pa kage HOMPACK, a suite of
FORTRAN 77 subroutines for solving systems of nonlinear equations using homotopy methods
(Watson, Billups, and Morgan (1987)). The ne essary omputations involving the B-splines were
done with the FORTRAN subroutines provided in deBoor (1978). For the Newton-solver we used
HYBRD, a suite of FORTRAN subroutines for solving nonlinear equations using Powell's hybrid
method.
3.6.6 Euler Equations with Short-Sale Constraints

So far we have des ribed our algorithm for e onomies with portfolio penalties. In order to apply it
to the omputation of equilibria with short-sale onstraints we have to make only one signi ant
adjustment. With short-sale onstraints the agents fa e utility optimization problems with inequality onstraints resulting in rst-order onditions of optimality whi h in lude Lagrange multipliers
and inequalities. Denoting by hbt and hs
t the Lagrange multipliers for the short-sale onstraint on
the bond and sto k, respe tively, at time t we obtain the following rst-order onditions for agent
14

h:

(qtb + !b)u0h ( t ) = hEt (u0h( t+1 ))) + hbt
b
hb
hb
t (t + B ) = 0
hb
 0
t
b
hb
t + B  0
(qts + !s2)u0h ( t ) = hEt (qts+1 + dt+1 !s1)u0h ( t+1 ) + hs
t
hs s
hs
t (t + B ) = 0
hs
 0
t
s
hs
t + B  0
Due to the inequalities the rst-order onditions annot be simply solved by a nonlinear-equations
algorithm su h as Newton's method or the homotopy method we are using. However, through
a simple tri k (see Gar ia and Zangwill (1981)) we an eliminate all inequalities and state the
optimality onditions as a system onsisting solely of equations.
Let l be a natural number and ha 2 IR for h = 1; 2 and a 2 fb; sg: Note the following relations:
(
ha l
ha
ha l
(maxf0;  g) = ( 0 ) ifif ha > 00
(
ha
ha l
(maxf0;  g) = jha0 jl ifif ha > 00
Moreover,
(maxf0; ha g)l  0; (maxf0; ha g)l  0; and (maxf0; ha g)l  (maxf0; ha g)l = 0:
We de ne
ha = (maxf0; ha g)l and ta + B ha = (maxf0; ha g)l
whi h allows us to state rst-order onditions of optimality as a system of equations whi h is
equivalent to the system above:
(qtb + !b)u0h( t ) = h Et(u0h( t+1 ))) + (maxf0; hb g)l
tb = B hb + (maxf0; hb g)l
(qts + !s2u0h( t ) = h Et (qts+1 + dt+1 !s1)u0h( t+1 ) + (maxf0; hs g)l
ts = B hs + (maxf0; hs g)l
We have transformed the system of optimality onditions into a system of 4 equations for every
agent with the variables h and h = (hb ; hs): At every ollo ation point we have thus to solve
a system of 8 equations in the unknowns ; q; 1 and 2 : By a proper hoi e of the number l we
an obtain any desired degree of di erentiability of the fun tions in our equations. Typi ally we
used l = 3 or l = 4 so that the fun tion (maxf0; hs g)l was twi e or three times ontinuously
di erentiable, respe tively.
Note that the reason why we an add short-sale onstraints with relatively little e ort lies in
the fa t that we use a time-iteration algorithm. If we wanted to use a Newton-Method to solve the
ollo ation equations dire tly this would double the number of unknowns.
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4

Example

In this se tion we onsider an example of an ex hange e onomy roughly alibrated to yearly US
data. We illustrate the various on eptual diÆ ulties in omputing equilibria. We show the behavior of our algorithm and report running times and maximum errors for all the omputations.
There are two agents with onstant relative risk aversion preferen es of the form uh( ) = 11 hh ,
and a dis ount fa tor of = 0:96. There are eight exogenous in ome states, the individual labor
in omes and the sto k's dividends are given by
0

1

0

1

0

1

1:4 C
3:15 C
7:35 C
B
B
B
B 1:8 C
B 3:15 C
B 7:35 C
C
B
C
B
C
B
C
B
C
B
C
B
B 1:4 C
B 7:35 C
B 3:15 C
C
B
C
B
C
B
B 1:8 C
B 3:15 C
B 7:35 C
2
1
C
B
C.
B
B
C
e =B
C, and d = B
C
C, e = B
B 1:4 C
B 6 C
B 4 C
C
B
C
B
B
C
B 1:8 C
B 6 C
B 4 C
C
B
C
B
B
C
C
B
C
B
B
C
1
:
4
4
6
A
A

A


1:8
4
6
Individual endowments in the sto k are given by 1s1 = 2s1 = 0:5. The Markov transition
matrix is given by
0
1
0
:3
0
:2 0:125 0:125 0:075 0:075 0:005 0:005
B
B 0:2
C
0:3 0:125 0:125 0:075 0:075 0:005 0:005 C
B
C
B
0
:3
0
:2 0:05 0:05 0:075 0:075 C
B 0:125 0:125
C
B
C
B 0:125 0:125
C
0
:
2
0
:
3
0
:
05
0
:
05
0
:
075
0
:
075
C:
P=B
B
0
:05 0:05 0:3
0
:2 0:125 0:125 C
B 0:075 0:075
C
B
C
B 0:075 0:075
C
0
:
05
0
:
05
0
:
2
0
:
3
0
:
125
0
:
125
B
C
B
0:3 0:2 C
 0:005 0:005 0:075 0:075 0:125 0:125
A
0:005 0:005 0:075 0:075 0:125 0:125 0:2 0:2
The persisten e of the in ome distribution pro ess is omparable to the pro ess in Heaton and
Lu as (1996) (of ourse, Heaton and Lu as onsider a growing e onomy while we limit ourselves to
an e onomy whi h is stationary in endowments).
To x ideas we start with the ase where there are no transa tion osts (i.e.  s =  b = 0) and
where the short sale onstraints are given by b1 = 2:5, s1 = 0 , b2 = 2:5 and s2 = 0. That is
we do not allow short sales of the sto k but agents are allowed to borrow a substantial fra tion of
their yearly in ome when poor.
Identi al Preferen es

We rst assume that both agents have identi al relative risk aversion of = 1:5. As explained
in Se tion 3 above we al ulate the equilibrium poli y fun tions as fun tions of portfolio holdings.
Figure 1 shows the pri ing fun tion for the sto k pri e for state 1. In order to obtain a symmetri
s ale we always refer to agent 1's net (a tual portfolio minus initial portfolio) asset holdings as
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Figure 1. Equilibrium pri ing fun tion
equilibrium portfolios. The gure tells us for every possible portfolio of agent 1 in period t 1 the
sto k pri e in period t; but it does not tell us whi h of these pri es a tually o ur on the equilibrium
path.
Figure 1 is not very informative, be ause one needs to know whi h portfolio holdings o ur
along a given equilibrium path. In order to investigate the equilibrium behavior of the model we
simulate the e onomy for 20000 periods (We a tually simulate for 21000 periods and only use the
last 20000 periods in order to eliminate any e e ts whi h might be aused by initial onditions.).
Figure 2 shows a s atter plot of all portfolio holdings whi h o ur along the equilibrium path.
The result is very surprising: There is only a one-dimensional subset of equilibrium portfolio
holdings; we refer to this set as the 'invariant' set. Note that the 8 diagonal lines in the Figure
an be asso iated with the 8 di erent states. Figure 2 suggests that for models without trading
fri tions there exists a one-to-one equilibrium relationship between the wealth of an agent and his
portfolio holdings.
Note that although we hose the short-sale onstraints on the bond to be very weak they
are binding for most of the time. When they are not binding equilibrium sto k holdings are
very small and they only in rease as they hit the short-sale onstraint. In order to investigate
the relationship between wealth and portfolio holdings we plot the resulting equilibrium wealth
levels against portfolio holdings and pri es for ea h state. For the purposes of this se tion we
17

Figure 2. S atter plot of equilibrium portfolios
de ne wealth as agent 1's wealth net of initial asset holdings i.e. wealth in period t is de ned as
e1 (yt ) + t1b 1 + (t1s 1 1s1 )(qts + d(yt )). This has the advantage that the e onomy's total wealth
always sums up to aggregate endowments and is therefore independent of the wealth distribution
(the wealth distribution for a model with H agents is thus (H 1)-dimensional).
It turns out that without fri tions the wealth level is in a one-to-one equilibrium relationship
with the portfolio holdings (Kubler and S hmedders (2001) provide a theoreti al foundation for
using the agents' wealth distribution as the only endogenous state variable for stationary equilibria
and develop an algorithm for omputing su h equilibria.). In all subsequent gures we will plot the
omputed poli y fun tions against agent 1's wealth level sin e it provides a good way to illustrate
our results. Note that we plot a tual simulated values along the equilibrium path. The only reason
this is possible is that our results are very a urate so that even after 21000 periods the simulated
equilibrium portfolio holdings still almost lie in the one-dimensional invariant set. Using wealth
as the state variable has the huge advantage that it allows us to plot the equilibrium values as a
fun tion of a single variable. While it an be rather hard to interpret three-dimensional surfa e
plots of the equilibrium fun tions a two-dimensional graph is easy to interpret. We will therefore
report all transition fun tions as fun tions from wealth, although we have a tually omputed them
as fun tions from portfolio holdings. Figure 3 a shows the equilibrium portfolio holdings in state
1 asso iated with di erent wealth levels (the gures for the other states look very similar and are
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Figure 3b. Histogram of wealth levels
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therefore not shown). The fun tion whi h is in reasing for large wealth levels denotes the sto k
holding - the sto k holding only de reases for the region where the extended short-sale onstraints
are not binding. Note that the short-sale onstraints are binding for most of the time. The
two 'kinks' in the equilibrium fun tions are aused by the fa t that one agent rea hes a binding
onstraint at that point and is for ed to hold fewer bonds for more sto ks. As dis ussed in Se tion
2 above this is an unpleasant feature of the model and there is no easy solution to this problem, if
one wants to use portfolio holdings as a state variable. As we show below this is also ne essary if
one wants to investigate an e onomy with transa tion osts. Figure 3 b depi ts a histogram of the
wealth levels from a simulation over 20000 periods; thus, 3000 o urren es of a parti ular wealth
level orrespond to a o urren e 15 per ent of the time. Figures 4a-b show the equilibrium bond
and sto k pri e in state 1 as a fun tion of agent's 1 wealth levels. Note that these gures { in
onjun tion with the histogram { prove that there is substantial variation in equilibrium pri es.
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In state 1 agent 1 is rather poor { as he agent one has to borrow more and more money, agent
2 a umulates more wealth his pre autionary demand for savings (assets) in reases, and the asset
return de reases.
Heterogeneous Risk-aversion

We now ompute an equilibrium with oeÆ ients of relative risk-aversion of 1 = 2:5 and 2 = 0:5
Figures 5a-d are the analogues of Figures 3 and 4 for this ase.
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Figure 5b. Histogram of wealth levels
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The average wealth level of the more risk-averse agent is slightly higher than in the ase with
identi al preferen es. As his wealth level in reases his demand for assets in reases hugely and the
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pri e (of all assets) rises.
Heterogeneous Dis ount Rates

With omplete markets it is not interesting to onsider examples where agents' di er with respe t
to their dis ount rates be ause the agent with the higher will eventually hold all the wealth and
asymptoti ally the e onomy will behave like an e onomy whi h is populated only by agent with
high 's. With in omplete markets however, this is usually not the ase. We return to the ase of
identi al risk-aversion but we assume now that 1 = 0:955 and 2 = 0:96.
Figures 6 a-d show the analogues of Figure 5 a-d for this ase. The wealth- onstraint (i.e. the
short-sale onstraint on the sto k) is usually not binding for the impatient agent. Even though he
is in debt most of the time his average debt level is signi antly above his e e tive debt- onstraint.
The variation in equilibrium pir es for the sto k is substantial.
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levels of the impatient agent

Figure 6b. Histogram of wealth levels

Portfolio Penalties

For more realisti models it is mu h easier from a numeri al point of view to restri t agents'
portfolio holdings not by short-sale onstraints but by penalizing portfolio holdings as explained in
Se tion 2 above. We return to the ase of identi al preferen es and { instead of assuming short-sale
onstraints { we assume a penalty of the form s = 0, b = 1:0 and Lhb = 2:25. That is the
agents start experien ing a utility penalty if their bond-holding goes below 2:25 Figure 7a-d show
the results. For most wealth levels the penalty fun tion approa h seems to work very well. The
a tual bond-holings almost always lie above 2:85.
Note, however, that at the points where the portfolio penalty sets in their is substantial ina ura y in our omputations.
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If one wants to use the penalty approa h to restri t agents' portfolios one has to be well aware
of the fa t that one does ompute a slightly di erent equilibrium. Note, however, that both pri ing
fun tions are almost identi al to the pri ing fun tion in Figure 3 and that the histogram of possible
wealth levels is also very similar to the histogram in ase of short-sale onstraints. Overall, taking
into a ount the running-times and maximum errors whi h we report in the Appendix, it seems
like portfolio-penalties an be a useful alternative to short-sale onstraints.
Transa tion osts

We now examine how positive transa tion osts on sto k-trading a e t the equilibrium out ome.
We onsider the basi ase of identi al prferen es and short-sale onstraints from above and assume
that there are substantial transa tion osts on trading the sto k, s = 0:5 (this number seems high
at rst but one has to take into a ount that the entire sto k represents the total produ tive wealth
of the e onomy and assuming that trading this osts 5 Figure 8a-d show the results.
The gures show that wealth is not a suÆ ient stati s for portfolio-holdings and pri es anymore. Somewhat surprisingly, the savings-behaviour (i.e. bond-holding) is ompletely di erent
with transa tion osts while the to k-holdings are only a e ted slightly.
Patient Agents

To demonstrate the ability of our algorithm we also ompute equilibria for the ase of identi al
tastes but where ea h agents' dis ount fa tor is h = 0:99 { this roughly orresponds to quarterly
data (note however that we leave the alibration for in ome states un hanged). From an e onomi
point of view the results are not overly interesting. The pri ing fun tions are very similar to the
pri ing fun tion for = 0:96 - this is not very surprising be ause tastes are identi al. However,
the fa t that we an ompute e onomies alibrated to quarterly data o ers possibilities for further
resear h.
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4.1

Figure 7b. Histogram of wealth levels

Errors and Running Times

In order to evaluate the quality of our approximations to the true equilibrium transition fun tions,
we ompute the residuals of the Euler equations. In order to obtain relative errors we divide them
by the pri e times the agents urrent period marginal utility. We evaluate these errors at 100 times
100 points in our state spa e and report the maximum error, the average errors usually lie around
one to two orders of magnitude below these maximum errors. This way of reporting errors is similar
to the errors reported in Heaton and Lu as (1996). For ea h agent's Euler equation they ompute
the pri e whi h makes it hold exa tly and then take the di eren e of these pri es.
The reported running times always refer to running times with f = g = 0 as a starting point.
Running times an be improved with better starting points.
Errors and running times for Se tion 4.1

For relatively low beta and a model with only few states the running times appear very reasonable.
Table 3: Running Times and Errors

Maximum error in % Running Time in hours.minutes
identi al
1:01  10 6
2.16
6
di erent
9:89  10
3.29
di erent
7:29  10 7
2.02
7
tr. ost
5:34  10
1.54
6
penalties
3:85  10
2.02
5
= 0:99
5:21  10
8.12
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Con lusions

This paper develops a omputational strategy for in omplete asset market analysis whi h allows
agents to hold any portfolio, and whi h allows them to trade more frequently than is allowed by
earlier methods. We also allow for various forms of portfolio onstraints, transa tion osts, and
portfolio penalties.
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